The Emperor Penguin

Questions
1. The emperor penguin is... Tick one.
not a large penguin
the biggest of all the penguins
the smallest species of penguin

2. Look at the Habitat section. Put ticks in the table to show which sentences
are true and which ones are false.
Sentence

True

False

Emperor penguins live all over the earth.
They live alone.
They live in a colony.
Their insulation keeps them warm.
3. Fill in the missing word.
The male penguin protects his egg from gale-force winds and extremely
cold temperatures. In all this time, he eats
.
4. Look at the Life Cycle section. What happens during moulting?

5. The female lays one egg in May… and returns to the ocean.
Why does she return to the ocean? Give two reasons.
1.
2.
6. How do penguins move differently on ice compared to the sea?
Use examples from the text.
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Answers
1. The emperor penguin is... Tick one.
not a large penguin
the biggest of all the penguins
the smallest species of penguin
2. Look at the Habitat section. Put ticks in the table to show which sentences are
true and which ones are false.
Sentence

True

False

Emperor penguins live all over the earth.
They live alone.
They live in a colony.
Their insulation keeps them warm.
3. Fill in the missing word.
The male penguin protects his egg from gale-force winds and extremely cold
temperatures. In all this time, he eats nothing.
4. Look at the Life Cycle section. What happens during moulting?
The chicks lose their soft, fluffy, down feathers and grow sleek, waterproof
ones.
5. The female lays one egg in May… and returns to the ocean.
Why does she return to the ocean? Give two reasons.
1. She needs to eat to get more energy.
2. She needs to find food for her chick.
6. How do penguins move differently on ice compared to the sea? Use examples
from the text.
Pupils’ own responses, showing understanding of the penguins’ body
parts being adapted to different environments. For example: Penguins are
better at moving in the sea. Penguins move slowly and waddle on ice but
have flipper-like wings and webbed feet so they are superb swimmers and
outstanding divers.
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